STEALTH GAME

“COMMUNITY” CONSERVANCIES DEVASTATE LAND & LIVES IN NORTHERN KENYA

Do conservation efforts endanger the lives of indigenous communities?
A Kenyan organisation has been accused of displacing local communities to benefit conservation efforts initiatives

Top donors zoom in on Northern Rangelands Trust in wake of abuse claims

Stealth Game: The Proverbial Has Hit the Fan

Allegations of displacement, violence beleaguer Kenyan conservancy NGO

To conserve Africa’s biodiversity, its leaders must rethink protected areas

Conservation and capital in Kenya
Confronted with land inequality sedimented by colonial legacies, mechanisms of capital cannot solve the challenges that face wildlife conservation

Nord Kenya: land grab e violazione dei diritti umani nel nome della conservazione

Kenya: pesanti abusi sui popoli indigeni nelle "aree di conservazione"

A Rude Awakening
An Update from The Oakland Institute’s Anuradha Mittal

Kenia: Bericht offenbart Menschenrechtsverletzungen in privaten Schutzgebieten